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Hello and welcome to our fourth newsletter for Grand Union Students and hope these 

letters are informative and keeping you up to date on progress on the project.

The erection of metal framed  panels to  the canal side  building is  progressing well with 

walls to ground floor complete with works continuing to second floor as shown above.

We are nearing completion of  the foundations to the Althorpe Street building. However this 

has involved logistical challenges to both complete the works and keep site access free for 

deliveries which has meant we have had  to occasionally utilise space outside site  to 

unload deliveries which may affected access to some businesses on Althorpe Street .We 

apologise  for any disruption  caused  though once we are out of the ground we shall be 
able to again accommodate delivery vehicles on site.  

Works to construct the concrete structure to first  floor level on this  building  has just 
commenced and you will soon see the concrete columns above canal side hoarding.

For those  of you that use canal towpath you will see that BRINK Urban Artists have  
decorated a section of our hoarding with some of their work being featured in local press, 

we hope this  is a pleasant additon to the canal side  walk. We are also in dialogue with 

local school to arrange art competition for pupils with the winners works to be displayed on 

the hoarding. 
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We shall continue to endeavour to keep disruption to a minimum and reduce impact to 

the surrounding area.

The   project  is now  registered with the Considerate Constructors Scheme  who will be 

monitoring the site to ensure that works are completed with due consideration at all 

times. If anyone  wishes to visit the site  please  contact  us and we  would  pleased to 

show you around . 

Contact Details

Ross Satchwell, Project Manager, Interserve Construction, 07786 021 514 ross.satchwell@interserve.com

Dave Price  Works  Manager 07918 942030
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